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the title is a unique simulation
that is easy to play and hard to
master. during the game, you
are not placed on the position
of the pilot, but to take on the
role of a mechanic. however, it
is possible to take on the role
of the pilot from time to time.
the game itself is very simple,
but with all the essential
features. the graphics are
adequate, especially for the
last years of the game. the
sounds are very good, and the
game is available in english,
french, spanish, german and
polish. the gameplay itself is
very simple, although the
mechanics are not added. if
you play, you can win a fairly
high number of points,
depending on the type of
equipment that you use. if you
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like air combat, type in 303
squadron: battle of britain
download in your steam
browser and learn the history
of polish pilots. the action of
the game is set in an air base
located in northolt. the
production lets us follow the
history of pilots, mechanics,
and other people that worked
there. however, the base of the
gameplay is authentic
replication of air battles. the
producers wanted to replicate
their course as faithful as
possible based on true,
historical documentation. if you
wish to learn more about
famous squadron, type in 303
squadron: battle of britain
download in your steam
browser and learn the history
of polish pilots. the mechanics
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of this game is based mainly
on the participation in dynamic
battles that are carried our in
the air. the production
combines arcade elements
with simulation. so, if you enjoy
realism in such types of games,
type in 303 squadron: battle of
britain download in your steam
browser and be the part of
aerial skirmishes. the
gameplay is capable of
satisfying both beginners and
hardened players of aircraft
simulators.
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there are a few things that are
sure to make the game

interesting for you: air battles,
planes with a special place in
the history of air power, and

the opportunity to become the
pilot of such a plane. the

gameplay is based on the fight
and the ground battles, and it
includes the first-person-view.
the system of operation is very
similar to the ones that we use
in the games, but the story of
the title is a real story. you will
get the chance to participate in

the fighting in the air. that is
something that everyone

wishes to do. of course, if you
are a fan of flight simulator-
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style games, you will enjoy the
games, 303 squadron battle of
britain. we are also interested
in the fact that the action of
the game unfolds in three
dimensions. we can fly the

aircraft at any angle, and the
target will be always be in the
center of the screen. it is not in

two dimensions, just like the
real world. at the moment, the

game only offers a single-
player campaign that presents
the story of the polish pilots.
there are also three modes in
multiplayer, so that you can

play the battle as a solo
fighter, a wingman or a solo

bomber. 303 squadron: battle
of britain is a modern variant of

the battle of britain online
developed by the polish

company flying lips. the game
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takes us back to the early days
of the great war, where the

polish 303 squadron, made up
of volunteers, experienced
some of the best battles

between the british and the
germans. the plane is also the
only one of the many roles in
which the pilot can do full 360
degrees, it was a plane that

could be flown and attack from
different positions. 5ec8ef588b
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